Emulation of Output Queuing (OQ) switches using Combined Input-Output Queuing (CIOQ) switches has been studied extensively in the setting where the switch buffers have unlimited capacity. In this paper we study the general setting where the OQ switch and the CIOQ switch have finite buffer capacity B ≥ 1 packets at every output. We analyze the resource requirements of CIOQ policies in terms of the required fabric speedup and the additional buffer capacity needed at the CIOQ inputs: A CIOQ policy is said to be (s, b)-valid (for OQ emulation) if a CIOQ employing this policy can emulate an OQ switch using fabric speedup s ≥ 1, and without exceeding buffer occupancy b at any input port.
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B − 2 when preemption is allowed. We also find that CCF in particular is not valid at any speedup s < B. We then introduce a CIOQ policy, CEH, that is valid at speedup s ≥ p 2(B − 1). Under CEH, the buffer occupancy at any input never exceeds 1 + j B−1 s−1 k . Although the speedup required for the emulation of preemptive scheduling algorithms is not constant, it may be feasible in high-speed electronic or optical switches, which are expected to have limited buffering capacity.
For non-preemptive scheduling algorithms, we characterize a trade-off between the CIOQ speedup and the input buffer occupancy. Specifically, we show that for any greedy policy that is valid at speedup s > 2, the input buffer occupancy cannot exceed 1 + l B−1 s−2 m . We also show that a greedy variant of the CCF policy is (2, B)-valid for the emulation of non-preemptive OQ algorithms with PIFO service disciplines.
Introduction
In most Internet switches (routers), each switch output is equipped with a packet buffer, and employs an output scheduling algorithm to resolve contention among packets attempting to access the attached link. A switch output can transmit one packet at a time from the buffer, this packet then departs the switch. In addition to a service discipline that determines the packet transmission order, the output scheduling algorithm defines a drop policy (also known as the buffer management policy) to deal with buffer overflow events. The most commonly used algorithm is FIFO/Drop Tail where an incoming packet is dropped only if there is no space to store it in the appropriate output buffer, and packets in the buffer are served in FIFO order. A switch's inputs may also be equipped with buffers to hold the incoming packets until they can be delivered to the proper outputs, across the switch fabric. In this paper, we consider the setting where packets arrive online, and all switch links have equal speed (capacity). Each output can transmit one packet per time step, and there is at most one new arrival at each switch input per step.
Performance analysis of output scheduling algorithms in the above setting, for example [1, 10, 11, 12, 5] , often assume that switches are of the Output Queuing (OQ) type. In an OQ switch, at each time step all newly arriving packets are switched to their respective outputs, where they are stored awaiting transmission. This switch architecture allows modeling packet networks as networks of queues where each switch output is accurately represented by a single-server queue controlled by an instance of the output scheduling algorithm, independently of other switch ports. However, a well-known limitation of output queuing is that in a switch with N ports, the switch must have an internal fabric speed that is N times the speed (capacity) of a link [6] : N packets destined to some output may arrive at the same time step at different inputs. The switch fabric must then be able to simultaneously transfer the N packets to that output port (i.e., at N time the speed of the switch links). This limits the applicability of output queuing in current switches where scalability, in terms of link speed and the number of ports, is a primary design objective.
To avoid the fabric speed as a scalability bottleneck, most packet switches today use Combined Input-Output Queuing (CIOQ): At each time step, up to s (s N ) packets can be switched from any input port to their respective outputs, and up to s packets can be switched to any output port, so that the switch's fabric may operate at a speedup of only s, relative to the speed of the links. CIOQ switches require packet buffers at the input ports, and a policy (the CIOQ policy) to arbitrate access to the switch fabric among packets stored at the inputs. Contention for access to the switch fabric among packets destined to different outputs complicates the analysis of scheduling algorithms in CIOQ switches.
A question that naturally arises is whether packet loss, throughput, and delay guarantees (possibly, per-session guarantees) provided by any output scheduling algorithm in a network of OQ switches carry over to networks of CIOQ switches. This is indeed the case if replacing each OQ switch with a CIOQ switch does not change the sequence of packet departures from any of the switch's outputs, which is the motivation for studying OQ switch emulation using CIOQ.
The OQ Emulation Problem
OQ emulation is defined informally as follows: A CIOQ switch with N input/output ports emulates an OQ switch of the same size if for any output scheduling algorithm employed by the OQ switch (henceforth, OQ algorithm) and any sequence of packet arrivals, the sequence of packet departures from each CIOQ switch output is identical to the sequence of departures from the corresponding OQ output. The CIOQ switch can emulate the OQ switch if, given its fabric speedup, the CIOQ policy transfers incoming packets to their respective outputs through the fabric in time to meet their departure times from the emulated switch. If this is the case for every arrival sequence, irrespective of the switch size and the capacity of the output buffers, we say that the CIOQ policy is valid for the emulation of the OQ algorithm employed by the emulated switch. A CIOQ policy may be valid for the emulation of a given OQ algorithm under explicitly stated restrictions. In particular, it may be valid only in the infinite-buffers setting, in which the output buffers in the OQ switch (and the CIOQ switch) are considered to be of unlimited capacity. A CIOQ policy is valid for the emulation of a family of OQ algorithms if it is valid for the emulation of every algorithm in that family. A formal definition of validity is introduced in Section 2.2.
The OQ emulation problem was proposed by Chuang et al. [6] , where the objective is to identify CIOQ policies that are valid, in the infinite-buffers setting, for the emulation of a family of OQ algorithms of practical interest, while imposing minimal requirements on the fabric speedup. In the OQ emulation problem, neither the CIOQ policy nor the emulated OQ algorithm has knowledge of future arrivals, and no statistical assumptions about the sequence of packet arrivals are made.
In the infinite-buffers setting, the drop policy is never exercised and, as such, the OQ algorithm can be defined by its service discipline. In that setting, Chuang et al. [6] introduced Critical Cells First (CCF), 1 a CIOQ policy that is valid at speedup 2 for the emulation of the family of Push-In-First-Out (PIFO) service disciplines, which includes many well-known disciplines such as FIFO (FCFS), Strict Priority, and Weighted Fair Queuing. 2 They also showed, using FIFO as an example, that no CIOQ policy is valid for the emulation of all PIFO service disciplines at speedup 1. Similar results were obtained simultaneously and independently by Stoica and Zhang [22] . In this work, we investigate CIOQ policies for the emulation of OQ switches with fixed buffer capacity B > 0 at every output. Our interest in this setting is motivated by the emergence of technological constraints on buffer capacity in high-speed electronic and optical switches, which may limit B to a few dozen packets [8, 3, 18] .
Before summarizing our results we describe the framework within which OQ emulation is set [6, 13, 2] : To emulate a given OQ algorithm, the CIOQ switch maintains, at all time, complete information about the internal state of the OQ algorithm and the configuration (content) of the emulated switch buffers. This information is leveraged so that:
(i) The CIOQ policy can move the packets presently at the inputs to the output side in time for departure.
(ii) The output ports dequeue and transmit each packet that reaches its departure time.
At any time, a packet that is dropped by the emulated OQ algorithm is immediately discarded from the CIOQ buffer where it resides. To implement this framework, the CIOQ switch maintains a model of the OQ switch's output buffers, which is controlled by the OQ algorithm. In every time step, the CIOQ switch updates the model with any new arrivals and observes the algorithm's decisions. Note that this emulation framework applies to randomized as well as deterministic algorithms: Given an arrival sequence, the CIOQ switch emulates the sample path taken by the randomized algorithm.
Our Results
We evaluate CIOQ policies in terms of the CIOQ speedup required for the emulation of work-conserving OQ algorithms, and the additional buffer capacity needed to prevent buffer overflow events at the CIOQ inputs. 3 The CIOQ switch is assumed to have buffer capacity B at every output (the same output buffer capacity as the OQ switch). To find the buffer capacity needed at each input, we adopt a CIOQ switch model where the buffer capacity at the inputs is infinite, and bound the maximum buffer occupancy, over all arrival sequences, for the CIOQ policy under consideration. The bounds depend only on the switch parameters such as the speedup and the output buffer capacity. Note that OQ emulation is feasible only if there are valid CIOQ policies with low speedup and input buffer capacity requirements.
A CIOQ policy is said to be (s, b)-valid for the emulation of a given OQ algorithm if it is valid for the emulation of the algorithm at speedup s and, at that speedup, the buffer occupancy at any CIOQ input does not exceed b. For the family of work-conserving OQ algorithms, we find that whereas every greedy CIOQ policy is valid for the emulation of any algorithm at speedup B, no CIOQ policy is valid for the emulation of all algorithms at speedup s < 3 √ B − 2, when preemption is allowed. We also show, using FIFO/Drop Front [23, 14] as example, that CCF is not valid for the emulation of preemptive PIFO algorithms at any speedup s < B. We then introduce a greedy CIOQ policy, CEH, that is valid for the emulation of all work-conserving OQ algorithms at speedup s ≥ 2(B − 1) . Under CEH, the buffer occupancy at any input never exceeds
Beside ensuring that packets meet their departure time from the emulated OQ switch, CEH transfers packets destined to the same output in their order of arrival, whenever possible. This prevents the buildup of excessively large queues at the inputs.
For the family of non-preemptive OQ algorithms, which may drop packets only by rejecting them upon arrival to an OQ switch's buffer, we characterize a trade-off between the CIOQ speedup and the input buffer occupancy. Specifically, we show that for any greedy policy 4 that is valid at speedup s > 2, the input buffer occupancy cannot exceed 1 + B−1 s−2 . We also show that a greedy variant of the CCF policy is (2, B)-valid for the emulation of non-preemptive OQ algorithms with PIFO service disciplines.
Although FIFO/Drop Tail is the most well-known algorithm, many algorithms of practical and theoretical interest use preemptive drop policies. In addition to Drop Front, preemptive policies include Nearest-To-Go [1] , which resolves contention in favor of the packets with nearest destination, Strict Priority, and Random Drop, which chooses the packets to drop at random among those in the buffer [4] .
The reason that there is no CIOQ policy capable of OQ emulation at constant CIOQ speedup is allowed is that when preemption is allowed all packets buffered at some CIOQ input port may immediately become needed at the corresponding outputs for departure. Thus, the CIOQ speedup must be at least equal to the maximum input buffer occupancy (over all possible arrival sequences). Although we obtain the lower bound using FIFO/Drop Front, similar examples can be constructed for OQ algorithms using the above-mentioned preemptive drop policies. The 3 √ B − 2 lower bound, and the speedup required by CEH suggest that the emulation of any OQ algorithm is feasible high-speed and all optical switches, where B is expected to be around 20 packets [8, 3] . It is also worth noting that our results continue to hold when the length of a packet may span multiple time steps (multiple cells).
Related Work
Whereas OQ emulation in the infinite-buffers setting has been studied extensively [6, 22, 15] , only few studies investigated the emulation of OQ switch with finite buffers. A simulation-based study in [3] , suggests that a CIOQ switch with speedup 2, and an input buffer capacity of 2 packets exhibits a loss behavior similar to that of an OQ switch with B = 20 employing the FIFO/Drop Tail scheduling algorithm. The results are obtained when the switches are subjected to a low load of smoothed TCP traffic. The authors point out that the buffer required at the input depends on the burstiness of the input traffic. This motivated our investigation of whether similar result can be obtained for any OQ algorithm and under all traffic patterns.
Kesselman and Rosén [13] showed that CCF is (2, 2B)-valid for the emulation of the FIFO/Drop Tail algorithm. It is straightforward to show that this result applies to all OQ algorithms combining a PIFO service discipline and a non-preemptive drop policy. The greedy variant of CCF, we describe here improves the maximum input buffer occupancy to B at the same computational complexity. Such savings could be of practical significance in all-optical switches.
Attiya, Hay, and Keslassy [2] proposed CIOQ policies for a relaxed version of the emulation problem: For any arrival sequence, each packet that successfully departs the OQ switch must depart the CIOQ switch within a bounded delay. They introduce a frame-based CIOQ policy that observes the packets departing from the OQ switch in each time frame, and transfers them from the input to the output in the following frame. The proposed CIOQ policy guarantees a relative packet delay and maximum buffer occupancy at most twice the output buffer capacity (2B), at speedup 2. Remarkably, the result holds for any OQ algorithms, even for those with preemptive drop policies. The reason is that even if all packets buffered at some CIOQ input depart simultaneously from the emulated OQ switch, the CIOQ policy can spread their transfer to the output side over a time frame duration (B time steps) without violating the relative delay guarantee. Although the throughput of a CIOQ switch using the frame-based policy is identical to the throughput of the emulated OQ switch and the relative packet delay is small, exact guarantees (e.g., throughput) obtained for a multihop network of OQ switches do not carry over to networks of CIOQ switches because of permitted delay. Composing approximate bounds over multiple hops leads to loose bounds where the error increases with the number of hops [12] . As a result, in this work we choose to investigate the cost of exact OQ emulation.
Finally, we should note that Minkenberg [19] studied the emulation of OQ switches with finite buffers, and reported a result that appears to contradict the results in this paper and in [13] . The result states that no CIOQ policy that does not starve some input queue can be work-conserving at any speedup < N (the size of the switch). Thus, such policy cannot emulate an OQ switch employing a work-conserving scheduling algorithm. The result is obtained by constructing an example where the number of packets present in the CIOQ switch and destined to the same output can exceed the output buffer capacity. This is in contrast to the framework considered here and in [13, 2] , where the CIOQ switch immediately discards any packet that is dropped by the OQ algorithm.
Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the notation and definitions used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we present the results pertaining to the emulation of non-preemptive OQ algorithms. Results concerning the emulation of OQ algorithms that may resort to preemption are presented in Section 4, leading to the specification and analysis of the CEH CIOQ policy in the following section.
Preliminaries
Consider an OQ switch with N input/output ports equipped with buffer capacity B ≥ 1 packets at every output, and a CIOQ switch of the same size and output buffer capacity. Our goal is to identify CIOQ policies that enable the CIOQ switch to emulate the OQ switch. In this section, we give a precise characterization of such policies and introduce notation and definitions used throughout the remainder of the paper.
A switch's input and output ports are labeled I 1 , . . . , I N and O 1 , . . . , O N , respectively. Given the technological limitations on buffer capacity and the demand for switch scalability, we assume N > B. Time proceeds in discrete steps indexed by the natural numbers. A time step is divided into three phases: the arrival, switching, and departure phases, in that order. During the arrival phase, arriving packets are received at the input ports (at most one per port), whereas in the switching phase, the switch may transfer packets from the input side to the output side across its fabric. Finally, in the departure phase each output port can transmit one packet along the attached link.
A sequence of packet arrivals σ is a non-empty finite set of triplets I, τ, p , each representing the arrival of a packet p at input I and time step τ .
Internet switches today, but may no longer be possible in future switches where packets are processed using optics. One way to overcome this is by packing or segmenting packets into fixed-size cells at the ingress of the all-optical network. 
OQ Algorithms
As shown in Figure 1 (a), in the OQ switch, the fabric provides a dedicated point-to-point channel between each input and output. This enables the switch to simultaneously transfer up to N packets to each output port. Given that at most N packets arrive during a time step, all packets are transferred to their respective outputs in the switching phase immediately following their arrival. At the output ports, each packet received from the input side is stored in the output buffer awaiting departure, or is dropped if no buffer space is available to store it. The output scheduling algorithm decides the departure order of packets in the buffer, and which packets are dropped in the case of overflow. For brevity, an output scheduling algorithm employed in an OQ switch is henceforth called an OQ algorithm.
Each output port in the OQ switch independently executes a copy of the OQ algorithm. Let σ be the arrival sequence. At any time, the configuration of an output buffer is the set of packets stored in the output's buffer. At the start of the departure phase of each time step t, the algorithm takes the current output configuration, and the history of packet arrivals and packet drops up to t as input, and decides which packets to drop, if any, and which packet to transmit during the departure phase. These decisions, along with any additional information (e.g., packets' queue positions in the case of FIFO-based algorithm), is called the state of the OQ algorithm at time t. Note that the OQ algorithm does not necessarily arrange the packets in the buffer into a queue. It may, for example, randomly choose a packet to transmit in each step.
The sequence of packet departures given arrival sequence σ is represented by a set D B σ . Each element in the set is a triplet O, τ, p denoting the departure of packet p from port O at time τ .
Within the OQ emulation framework described in Section 1.1, the CIOQ switch "simulates" a complete step (all three phases) of the OQ switch at the start of each CIOQ switching phase. This allows the CIOQ to keep track of the OQ algorithm's decisions. The CIOQ switch emulates the OQ switch if for every arrival sequence σ, the sequence of departures from the CIOQ switch ports is the same as the departure sequence from the emulated OQ switch, that is D B σ . This is the case if and only if, given the CIOQ speedup, the CIOQ policy transfers each packet from the input to its output in time for departure.
CIOQ Policies
Suppose σ is the arrival sequence at the CIOQ switch (Figure 1(a) ). At the start of the switching phase of every time step t, a CIOQ policy, π, maps the current input configuration (the set of packets stored at the inputs) and the current state of the OQ algorithm at each of the emulated OQ outputs to a subset of the packets available at the input ports, denoted by π B σ (t). Packets in π B σ (t) are moved to the outputs across the CIOQ fabric during the switching phase. The choice of the packets in π B σ (.) is deterministic and is subject to the speedup constraint: Given a fabric speedup s ≥ 1, the policy must choose the packets to transfer so that at most s packets are moved from each input, and at most s packets are moved to each output in a given step.
A CIOQ policy that enables the CIOQ to emulate a given OQ algorithm is called a valid policy for the emulation of the algorithm.
Definition 1 (Valid CIOQ Policy). A CIOQ policy is valid for (the emulation of) a given OQ algorithm if, for any switch size N , output buffer capacity B > 0, and for every arrival sequence, it transfers the packets through the CIOQ fabric so that for every time step t, any packet p that would depart from the emulated OQ switch during t is transferred to the corresponding CIOQ output before t's departure phase. A CIOQ policy is valid for a family of OQ algorithms if it is valid for every algorithm in that family.
A CIOQ policy may be valid for the emulation of an algorithm only under some restrictions. For example, only in the infinite-buffers setting where the output buffer capacity is considered unlimited.
For a given OQ algorithm, switch parameters, and arrival sequence, a valid policy is said to meet the OQ departure time of every packet. Valid policies for the emulation of a particular OQ algorithm (or a family thereof) may differ in the buffer capacity requirements at the CIOQ inputs and the required CIOQ speedup. A CIOQ policy that is valid at speedup s, and for which the input buffer occupancy does not exceed b under any arrival sequence, is called an (s, b)-valid CIOQ policy. It is easy to see that an (s, b)-valid policy is also (s , b )-valid for all (s , b ) where s ≥ s and b ≥ b, if at speedup s it transfers at each time step a super-set of the packets it would transfer at speedup s.
We focus our attention on CIOQ policies that are greedy. A greedy policy transfers a maximal set of packets to the output in every time step. As a result, for every non-greedy CIOQ policy π and CIOQ speedup s, one can define a greedy policy π , that, at every time step transfers a super-set of the packets transferred by π. Obviously, if π is valid (for the emulation of some OQ algorithm) at speedup s, then π is also valid at the same speedup.
The following definitions lead to a formal characterization of greedy policies, and are used in subsequent sections:
Definition 2 (Input Blocking). A packet p at a CIOQ input port I is input blocked during a time step t if, during t's switching phase, the CIOQ policy transfers s packets from I to the output side, and these packets do not include p.
Definition 3 (Output Blocking).
A packet buffered at some input port and destined to output port O is output blocked during time step t if, during t's switching phase the CIOQ policy transfers s packets to output O, and these packets do not include p.
Definition 4 (Greedy CIOQ Policy). A CIOQ policy is greedy if at every time step, every packet buffered at an input port is either transferred to the output, is input blocked, or is output blocked.
Families of OQ Algorithms
The objective of the OQ emulation problem is to identify CIOQ policies that are valid for the emulation of all OQ algorithms, at minimum CIOQ speedup and input buffer capacity requirements. Toward this end, we seek upper and lower bounds on the resource requirements of greedy CIOQ policies for the emulation of families of work-conserving algorithms. Given enough CIOQ speedup, any greedy CIOQ policy can emulate every OQ algorithm. Perhaps not surprisingly, a speedup of B is sufficient for the emulation of all work-conserving algorithms. Proof. The result follows by induction from the observation that the input buffers are empty prior to the earliest arrivals, and at each time step, if the CIOQ input buffers are empty at the start of the arrival phase, they are also empty at the end of switching phase.
Such speedup requirement is feasible only when B is very small (e.g., up to 5), but would be prohibitive even in high-speed packet switches with limited buffering capacity.
To obtain lower bounds on the resource requirements of greedy CIOQ policies, we consider subsets of work-conserving algorithms that include well-known and widely-used ones. Namely, the family of algorithms with non-preemptive drop policies (non-preemptive algorithms) and the family of algorithms with PIFO service disciplines (PIFO algorithms).
The drop policy of an OQ algorithm is non-preemptive if an incoming packet may be dropped upon arrival to the OQ switch, but may not be dropped once admitted to the output buffer. Otherwise, the drop policy is preemptive. Non-preemptive drop policies are collectively referred to as "Drop Tail." These policies differ in how the tie is broken when the number of arrivals destined to an output port in a given time step exceeds the space available in that output's buffer. Possible tie-breaking rules include randomly choosing the "victim" packets among those arrivals, and tie-breaking based on input port numbers, or based on information in the packets' headers [4] .
A PIFO service discipline arranges the packets in the output buffer into a queue, where:
(P1) At each time step, the packet at the head of the output queue departs the OQ switch.
(P2) An arriving packet is inserted at some arbitrary position (defined by the service discipline) in the output queue.
(P3) For each pair of packets p, q in the output queue, if p precedes q relative to the head of the queue at some time t, then this order is preserved at every subsequent step where both packets remain in the buffer.
In the absence of further packet arrivals to the output port, the position of any packet in the queue determines the time it departs from the OQ switch. We refer to this as the projected departure time of the packet at time t.
In the next section we investigate the speedup and input buffer capacity required by greedy CIOQ policies for the emulation of non-preemptive OQ scheduling algorithms. Emulation of OQ preemptive algorithms is considered in the following section.
OQ Emulation of Non-Preemptive Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we study the emulation of non-preemptive OQ scheduling algorithms. First, we characterize a trade-off between speedup and the maximum input buffer occupancy. The trade-off applies to all greedy CIOQ policies that are valid at speedup s > 2. Then, we describe a greedy variant of the CCF policy introduced in [6] and show that this variant is (2, B) -valid for the emulation of non-preemptive PIFO OQ algorithms. Proof. To reach contradiction, suppose that there is a CIOQ input I i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, with buffer occupancy exceeding 1 + B−1 s−2 at some time step. Let t be the earliest such step and consider the following claim: Claim 1. Let p be the earliest arriving packet among those in I i 's buffer just after the arrival phase of time step t, and let t − x be p's arrival time. Then the greedy CIOQ policy had transferred at least x + B + 1 packets to p's output port during the interval [t − x, t).
The
Proof. To prove the claim first observe that x ≥ (B − 1)/(s − 2) + 1: since an input can receive at most one new arrival in each time step, I i 's input buffer content at t has to build up over at least B−1 s−2 + 2 time steps starting with p's arrival and including t. The value of x exceeds (B − 1)/(s − 2) + 1 if there are arrivals after p that are transferred to the output before time t. Suppose the number of packets that arrive at I i in [t − x, t) and are transferred to the output before t is z. Then x − z = B−1 s−2 + 1. Now, observe that by the choice of t, I i buffers at most (B − 1)/(s − 2) packets at the beginning of step t − x (prior to p's arrival). In addition to the z packet arrivals, these packets will be transferred to the output during [t − x, t), resulting in at most T IB = B−1 s−2 + z /s input-blocked steps for p during [t − x, t). Let T OB denote the number of steps where p is output blocked during [t − x, t). Then
Under any greedy CIOQ policy, the number of packets transferred to p's output during the steps where p is output blocked is sT OB . Using x = B−1 s−2 + z + 1, we get
where the last step follows from the restriction s > 2 and the fact that z ≥ 0.
Let O j , j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, be p's output port. If the claim is true (proof below), neither p nor the first x + B packets transferred to O j during [t − x, t) are dropped by the non-preemptive OQ algorithm. Otherwise, these packets would have been dropped by the CIOQ upon arrival. That is, without being buffered for a complete time step at the input (as in p's case) or being transferred to the output. Since the emulated OQ output serves at most x packets during [t − x, t) and the arrival sequence is the same for both the CIOQ and the emulated OQ switch, the emulated OQ output corresponding to O j would hold more than B packets at the beginning of time step t, which contradicts the fact that the output buffer capacity of the emulated OQ switch is B packets.
The Critical Cells First CIOQ Policy
In this section, we review the CCF CIOQ policy of [6] and introduce its greedy variant, G-CCF. We show that G-CCF is (2, B)-valid for the emulation of non-preemptive PIFO algorithms. In contrast to this result, we show in the next section that G-CCF is not valid for OQ emulation at any speedup less than B when preemption is allowed.
CCF and G-CCF consist of two components: Management of input buffers, and the selection of packets to transfer to the output in every step. We begin by describing the buffer management component, which is common to both policies, then specify packet selection, starting with G-CCF.
Input Buffer Management: Under both CCF and G-CCF, the input buffer is organized as a queue that permits insertion of packets at arbitrary locations and the removal of packets at arbitrary locations. Consider an arbitrary packet p and let t be its arrival time. Further, let l be the output cushion of p -the number of packets at p's output that have earlier projected departure time than p (as calculated after t's arrival phase). Packet p is inserted into the input queue at position l + 1 (from the head of the queue). If the queue has less than l packets, the arriving packet is inserted at the end of the queue.
Packet Selection in G-CCF: To choose the set of packets to transfer to the output, in each time step G-CCF computes a many-to-many pairwise-stable matching (details below) of input ports to output ports. For this, G-CCF uses the Gale-Shapley Deferred Acceptance algorithm [9] , as adapted by Roth to the many-to-many setting [20] . 6 Given a CIOQ speedup s ≥ 1, a matching pairs each input port with up to s output ports, and vice versa. A matched input-output pair is associated with a unique packet buffered at the input port, which is to be transferred to the output in the current time step. Accordingly, each port is said to have a quota of s packets (pairings). A pair of ports may be matched more than once. In that case, each pairing corresponds to a distinct packet.
DEFERRED-ACCEPTANCE-ALGORITHM
£ An outstanding request for a packet is one that the corresponding input has not already rejected while there are outputs with unfilled quota and outstanding requests do Each such output requests its most preferred packets from the inputs to fulfill its quota £ An input may cancel previous grants to accept more preferred requests Each input grants the requests it prefers without exceeding its own quota
Matching is based on the preferences of the inputs and outputs. In G-CCF, the output preference is represented by a list of packets and the respective inputs arranged in increasing order of the projected OQ departure time (hence the name of the policy). The input preference is a list of the packets queued at the input (and their respective outputs) arranged in the same order as the input queue. A port prefers to be matched with ports that appear earlier in its preference list.
Per the definition pairwise stability [21] , a matching is pairwise-stable given the G-CCF preference lists if at every time step t, for every packet p buffered at some input at the beginning of the switching phase, either:
• p is transferred to the corresponding output during t,
• s packets with earlier projected OQ departure times are transferred to p's output during t, or
• s packets ahead of p in its input queue are transferred to their corresponding outputs during t.
It follows that G-CCF is a greedy CIOQ policy (cf. Definition 4). 7 Packet Selection in CCF: CCF computes s one-to-one stable matchings in every time step by repeatedly invoking the (one-to-one) Deferred Acceptance algorithm [9] . The one-to-one algorithm uses the same input and output preference lists as G-CCF. Each output can request at most 1 packet, and each input can grant at most 1 packet in an iteration of the while loop.
Though the resulting matchings are individually stable in the one-to-one sense, one can construct an example where the iterative matching procedure violates the definition of a greedy CIOQ policy by failing to transfer a maximal set of packets in a given time step. The reason is that in each invocation of the one-to-one Deferred Acceptance algorithm where the algorithm fails to match a given output to an input, the output's quota is effectively decreased by 1.
OQ Emulation using CCF and G-CCF
Kesselman and Rosén proved that CCF is (2, 2B)-valid for the emulation of the FIFO/Drop Tail algorithm. The result also holds for any non-preemptive PIFO algorithms. Here, we give a similar result for G-CCF that lowers the input buffer capacity capacity required to B packets. Lemma 1. G-CCF is valid at speedup 2 for the emulation of any non-preemptive PIFO OQ scheduling algorithm.
Proof. The proof is similar to [6, Lemma 1]Consider a packet p that is not dropped upon arrival by the OQ algorithm. At any time step during which p remains at the input, the slackness of p is obtained by subtracting the number of packets ahead of p in the input queue from p's output cushion. Observe that the slackness is at least zero upon p's insertion into the input queue. The proof proceeds by showing that at speedup 2, the slack remains non-negative. Observe that by the definition of the output cushion, whenever p reaches its departure time, its output cushion must be zero. As a result, if p's slackness is non-negative, the number of packets ahead of p in the input queue when it reaches its departure time must also be zero. As p would be at the top of both the input and output preference lists during that step, it would be transferred to the output in time for departure.
To see that the slackness remains non-negative, observe that at each time step where p is at the input, the many-to-many Deferred Acceptance algorithm increases p's output cushion by 2, or decreases the number of packets ahead of it in the input queue by 2. Since the output cushion may also decrease by one due to a departure, and the number of packet ahead of p at the input may increase by one due to a new arrival, p's slackness either increases or remains unchanged in every step it remains at the input. Now, we are ready to state our main result for G-CCF.
Theorem 2. For any output buffer capacity B > 0, G-CCF is a (2, B)-valid CIOQ policy for the emulation of any nonpreemptive PIFO OQ scheduling algorithms.
Proof. By Lemma 1, G-CCF is valid at speedup 2 for the emulation of any non-preemptive PIFO algorithm. We show that at speedup 2, for any packet p, the number of packets ahead of p in the input queue never exceeds B − 1.
Suppose p arrives at some input I i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, at t. Let l be p's output cushion upon arrival. To avoid the trivial case, we assume p is not dropped by the emulated OQ algorithm, hence l < B. The packet is inserted by G-CCF into some position + 1, where ≤ l.
Consider the sequence of consecutive time steps starting with p's arrival. Since G-CCF is a greedy policy, in each step, p is either transferred to the output, is input blocked, or is output blocked. At any time step where p remains at the input, the number of packets ahead of p in the input queue ends up with an increase of one packet only if p is output blocked. That is, if its output cushion also ends up with a net increase of one packet at the end of the time step. Furthermore, p's output cushion ends up with a decrease of one packet only if p is input blocked. That is, if the number of packets ahead of it in the input queue ends up with decreases by at least one packet (at most one packet is inserted into the input queue ahead of p, while exactly two packets ahead of p are transferred to the output in that step).
For each step where p is output blocked its output cushion increases by exactly one, and for each step where it is input blocked its output cushion decreases by at most one, and two packets ahead of it in the queue are transferred to the output. Thus, the number of packets ahead of p in the input queue increases by 1 only if its output cushion also increases by 1 (a step where p is output blocked). Furthermore, p's output cushion decreases by 1 only if the number of packets ahead of it in the input queue decreases by at least 1 (at most one packet is inserted into the input queue ahead of p at any step).
For any time step τ , let τ denote τ 's arrival phase and τ denote τ 's switching and departure phases. Suppose the number of packets ahead of p in the input buffer reaches B for the first time at the end of the arrival phase of step t B > t.
, where t = t and t i is the earliest time step where the number of packets ahead of p in the input buffer reaches i at the end of the arrival phase.
Since the number of packets ahead of p increases by 1 in every interval [t i , t i+1 ], the number of steps where p is output blocked exceeds the number of steps where it is input blocked by at least 1 in every such interval. It follows that at the end of the arrival phase t i+1 , the output cushion is at least one more than it was at the end of t i . Thus, p's output cushion reaches at least B at the end of the arrival phase of time step t B .
Let the output backlog of packet p be the total number of packets present at the CIOQ switch and destined to the same output as p. p's output cushion is strictly smaller than its output backlog since the latter accounts for p itself. Thus p's output backlog at the end of t B exceeds B, which contradicts the fact that the emulated OQ has output buffer capacity B.
OQ Emulation With Preemption Allowed
In this section we show that no greedy CIOQ policy is valid for the emulation of all OQ algorithms at speedup s ≤ 3 √ B − 2 when preemption is allowed, and that G-CCF is not valid at any speedup s < B under the same conditions. B − 2 when preemption is allowed in the emulated OQ algorithm, and the output buffer capacity is B.
The Speedup Lower Bound
Proof. The theorem holds trivially for B < 3. For any B ≥ 3 and s ≤ 3 √ B − 2, we construct an example where no greedy CIOQ policy can transfer all packets to their outputs on time for departure. The example uses FIFO/Drop Front as the emulated OQ scheduling algorithm. Under FIFO/Drop Front, whenever an overflow occurs, packets at the head of the emulated FIFO queue are preempted (dropped) to make room for the new arrivals. The new arrivals are then inserted at the tail of the FIFO queue. 8 Starting with t = 1, we specify a packet arrival sequence that leads to buffer occupancy s at some input port I * after exactly s steps. In the following arrival phase, new arrivals increase the buffer occupancy at I * to s + 1 (all having distinct outputs), and cause the Drop Front policy to preempt all packets ahead of those buffered at input I in their emulated FIFO output queues. Thus, all packets buffered at I * become needed immediately for departure at their respective outputs. Since no more than s packets can be transferred simultaneously to the output side from the same input port, at least one of the packets among those buffered at I * misses its OQ departure time, which completes the proof. At every step t in [1, s] , B − 1 packets destined to port O t are injected into inputs I 1 through I B−1 . Under any CIOQ policy, in the switching phase of any step t ∈ [1, s], at most st input ports are dequeued by the policy. This is because the inputs buffer packets destined to at most t different outputs and, given speedup s, each output can receive at most s packets in a time step. It follows that at the end of time step s, at most s B − 2 , there is at least one such port. Let I * be a port in {I 1 , . . . , I B−1 } that was never dequeued during [1, s] . Then port I * buffers exactly s packets at the end of step s. In the arrival phase of step s + 1, packets are injected as follows. Let the s packets already buffered at I * be denoted p 1 , . . . , p s . Furthermore, for each p i ∈ {p 1 , . . . , p s }, let f i < B − 1 denote the number of packets ahead of p i in its emulated FIFO output queue. Also, let O i denote the output corresponding to p i . For each p i ∈ {p 1 , . . . p s }, f i + 1 packets destined to port O i are injected into ports I (i+1)B through I (i+1)B+fi . In addition, one packet destined for output O s+1 is injected into port I * . We will denote this packet by p s+1 . To keep the emulated output buffers full at every t in [1, s] , a packet destined to O i is injected into port I B−1+i for each output O i ∈ {O 1 , . . . , O t }. Observe that since FIFO/Drop Front is work-conserving, if all packets with OQ departure time in [1, s] are transferred to the output in time for departure, the number of packets present in the switch and destined to output O t is exactly B at the end of the arrival phase of every step in [t, s], and B − 1 packets at the end of the departure phase.
Since at the end of (the departure phase of) step s, each of the emulated output buffers corresponding to outputs O i , i = 1, . . . , s buffers B − 1 packets, the f i new arrivals will cause the Drop Front policy to preempt (drop) all the packets ahead of p i in its emulated FIFO output queue. The new arrivals are then added to the tail of the emulated FIFO output queue. Thus, every packet p i , i = 1, . . . , s buffered at I * must be transferred to the output during step s + 1 in order to meet its departure time. Packet p s+1 must also depart during step s + 1 since it is the only packet present in the switch that is destined to output O s+1 . However, at most s packets can be transferred from port I * to the output side during step s + 1. Thus at least one packet misses its departure time.
The example in the proof of Theorem 3 assumes N ≥ 2B 2 input/output ports. It uses FIFO/Drop Front, which is a PIFO OQ scheduling algorithm. The Drop Front policy has been proposed for the objective of minimizing the queuing delays incurred by successfully delivered packets [23] , but has also been shown to improve TCP throughput compared to Drop Tail [14] .
CCF Is No Better Than The Worst Greedy Policy
Next we show that when preemption is allowed, G-CCF (hence CCF) is in not valid for the emulation of all PIFO OQ algorithms at any s < B. To reach this result, we demonstrate using an example that G-CCF fails to emulate a variant of the FIFO/Drop Front OQ scheduling algorithm that recognizes two different classes of packets: a low-delay class, denoted as class L, and a bulk data transfer class denoted as class T . We refer to this variant as 2-class FIFO/Drop Front. The proof exploits the fact that G-CCF favors packets with earlier projected OQ departure times in every time step, and the fact that "investing" in such packets may be futile if preemption is allowed.
In 2-class FIFO/Drop Front, each traffic class has a fixed allocation (a partition) of the emulated OQ buffer capacity. We specify the buffer allocations by a pair (B L , B T ) where B L + B T = B. At any time, the number of class-L packets present in the buffer does not exceed B L , and similarly for class-T . An incoming packet is inserted into the proper buffer partition based on its class. Each of the two partitions is a FIFO buffer, where Drop Front is used to resolve overflow events. In each time step, a class-T packet is served if and only if no class-L packets are present in the L-partition.
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Theorem 4. If preemption is allowed, G-CCF is not valid for the emulation of PIFO OQ scheduling algorithms at any s < B.
Proof. Consider a CIOQ switch employing the G-CCF policy to emulate the 2-class FIFO/Drop Front scheduling algorithm. The proof proceeds by specifying a sequence of packet arrivals that, at speedup s = B L < B, results in buffer occupancy B L B + 1 at some CIOQ input port in as many steps. Without further packet arrivals, at least one packet buffered at the designated input is not transferred to the output in time for departure: Since the emulated algorithm is work-conserving and the output buffer capacity is B, the B L B + 1 packets must all depart the switch by the end of step B L B + B. On the other hand, at most B L packets can be moved from the designated input to the output side in a time step. Hence, at the end of step B L B + B, exactly one packet remains buffered at the designated input, thus missing its departure time.
It remains to specify the arrival sequence. At each time step t in [1, B L B], a T -packet destined to output O t arrives at each input in I 1 . Furthermore, for each packet p buffered at input I 1 including the new arrival, inject s = B L L-packets, destined to the same output as p, at s different input ports. 10 At every time step t in [2, B L B], in the emulated OQ switch, the newly arrived L-packets cause the scheduling algorithm to drop all the L-packets already in the output buffer of every output port in {O 1 , . . . , O t }. On the other hand, in the CIOQ switch, G-CCF transfers the newly arrived L-packets to their respective outputs immediately upon arrival, where they replace the preempted packets. Given s = B L , all T -packets are output blocked, thus remain buffered at the input.
At the end of time step B L B there are as many packets buffered at each of the input ports I 1 , . . . , I B T . In the following step, a T -packet arrives at port I 1 destined to output O N , thus raising the buffer occupancy at input I 1 to B L B + 1.
In constructing the example to show that G-CCF is not a valid policy at any speedup s < B, we exploited the fact that whenever possible, CCF transfers packets to each output in the order of their projected OQ departure times. As a consequence of preemption, some packets (the T -packets in our example) remain output blocked for an extended period of time, Thus allowing the occupancy of corresponding input buffers to build up. In the next section, we consider mitigating this buffer buildup at the inputs by ordering the output preference lists based on the time of packet arrival.
The CCF-EAF Hybrid CIOQ Policy
Early Arrivals First (EAF) is a CIOQ policy where every newly arrived packet is inserted at the head of the corresponding input queue. To choose the packets to transfer to the output in a given time step, EAF computes a many-to-many stable matching of input to output ports in the same way as G-CCF. However, unlike G-CCF, each output's preference list is a list of the packets buffered at the inputs and destined to that output, arranged in order of non-increasing arrival time, with ties broken based on port numbers.
As with G-CCF, a pairwise-stable matching always exists under EAF, and, assuming a CIOQ speedup s > 1, it is one where at every time step, for each packet p at the input, either:
• s packets with earlier arrival times are transferred to p's output during t, or
It is easy to see that unlike CCF and G-CCF, EAF is not prone to input buffer buildup when preemption is allowed. But it is also obvious that EAF would fail to emulate a scheduling algorithm where a later arrival to the switch may have an earlier departure time; for example, the OQ scheduling algorithms based on the Last-In-First-Out service discipline and the Drop Front packet drop policy.
The CEH CIOQ Policy
Now we propose and investigate the performance of a greedy policy, CEH, which is a hybrid of CCF and EAF. Under CEH, new arrivals to the CIOQ switch are inserted at the head of the corresponding input buffer. Given CIOQ speedup s ≥ 2, CEH chooses the packets to transfer from the input to the output by sequentially computing two pairwise stable matchings using the Deferred Acceptance algorithm (Section 3.2).
The first is a matching computed using the input and output CCF preference lists. In this matching, every output has a quota of 1 and every input has a quota of s. That is, whereas the number of packets participating in the stable matching destined to any given output does not exceed 1, an input may participate in the matching with up to s packets.
The quotas for the second matching are calculated as follows: Suppose some port P (an input or output port) participates in the first matching with U (P ) packets. Then, in the second matching its quota is s − U (P ) packets. The second matching is computed using the EAF preference lists described above.
The following lemma asserts that CEH is indeed a greedy policy.
Lemma 2. At every time step t, for every packet p buffered at one of the inputs at the beginning of the arrival phase, either:
(i) p is transferred to the corresponding output, say O,
(ii) There exists a packet with earlier OQ departure time and s − 1 packets with earlier arrival times that are transferred to output O, or (iii) Exactly s packets ahead of p in its input queue are transferred to their corresponding outputs.
Proof. Suppose a packet p buffered at some input I is not transferred to the output during a time step t. Then, in the first stable matching, either p does not participate in matching in favor of a packet with earlier OQ departure time, or in favor of s packets ahead of it in the input queue. Let U (I) ≤ s be the number of packets with which input I participates in the first stable matching. Furthermore, suppose p is destined to output O and let U (O) ≤ 1 be defined similarly to U (I).
In the second matching, ports I and O have quotas s − U (I) and s − U (O), respectively. Since the second matching is a stable matching where p does not participate, then either s − U (O) packets destined to O with arrival times earlier than p participate in the matching, or s − U (I) packets ahead of p in the input queue participate in the matching. The lemma follows from the definitions of U (I) and U (O). Now we present the main result concerning CEH. Proof. Suppose s ≥ 2 and consider a packet p that is not dropped by the OQ scheduling algorithm. Suppose the packet arrives at time t and departs the OQ switch at time t > t.
Performance of CEH
Upon arrival, at most B − 1 packets with earlier arrival times than p and destined to the same output are buffered at the CIOQ's inputs. This is because at most B packets with a common destination can simultaneously exist in the CIOQ switch. Obviously, the number of packets buffered at the input and have earlier arrival times than p does not increase in subsequent time steps.
At time t, p is at the head of the input queue. At any step τ ∈ [t, t ), p is not transferred to the output only if at least s − 1 packets at the input with earlier arrival times than p participate in the second stable matching. These packets are then transferred to the output during τ . In every step p remains buffered at the input, the number of packets ahead of it in the input queue increases by at most 1. Thus, the number of packets ahead of p in its input buffer increases by one packet at most B−1 s−1 times.
During t , p cannot be output blocked since it has the earliest departure time among packets destined to its output. It follows that p is moved to the output if during t if it is not input blocked. This is the case if s > Observe that the number of packets ahead of any packet in an input queue is incremented at most B−1 s−1 times, irrespective of whether it is eventually dropped or transferred to the output. Thus, the buffer occupancy at any input port never exceeds 1 + B−1 s−1 .
Notice that the proof allows for newly arriving packets to preempt packets already in the switch buffers. It also doesn't make any restrictions on changes to the service order induced by new arrivals or by packet drops.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we investigated CIOQ policies for the emulation of finite-buffered OQ switches employing work-conserving (OQ) scheduling algorithm. We showed that when preemption is allowed no CIOQ policy can emulate all PIFO OQ algorithms at constant speedup. We proposed a CIOQ policy, CEH, that can emulate any work conserving OQ algorithm at speedup proportional to √ B (the output buffer capacity). Such speedup is feasible in high-speed switches, which are expected to have a small number of buffers. One possible avenue for future research is closing the gap between the speedup lower bound and the upper bound due to CEH.
